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Power Systems
Here at Custom Coach Creations, we have been a leader when it
comes to off grid power!We have been building Coaches with all
electric powered appliances that run on battery power long
before it was cool!We decided a long time ago that propane and
noisy generators was not the way forward and it was time to
make a change!Every Coach that we have built from day one was
designed to be off grid capable, running on batteries and
inverter system as well as being able to plug in at the
Campsite.Custom  Coach  Creations  has  just  launched  its  new
forward thinking power systems as of May 1 2020 that every
build package from the Basic up to the Platinum Plus will now
be able to run the roof top Air-conditioning system  off grid
as well!If you’re out for the day with your pets and would
like to stop somewhere, you now have the freedom to leave them
in the van with the roof top air-conditioner on keeping them
cool and safe.  Everyone one of our Coaches will now be
equipped with:(1)  200 Amp Lithium Battery with a Battery
management system built in for safety    (2)  3000 Watt. Pure
sine wave Inverter capable of running all power systems off
grid       (3)  125 Amp charging system to charge the battery
when your plugged in to campsite        (4)  Battery Isolator
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that allows your van to charge the battery when engine is
running     If you need more power, we can add Solar on the
roof, up to 1330 Amps Battery power and a second alternator to
the  engine  for  super  fast  charging!  Here  at  Custom  Coach
Creations we offer full custom power systems to suit your
needs!


